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1. Identify / survey / leak detection / joint deficiencies
2. Remove failed joint system.
3. Rebuild joint nosing (joint sides)
4. Install backer-rod determine proper thickness
5. Install gravity fed elastomeric joint sealant
6. Apply elastomeric membrane top-coat
7. Reinstall sand bed and brick pavers

End of section



a. Identify the water entry points, main 
deficiencies in the existing joint system

b. Remove existing joint materials and inspect 
joint nosing for damage.  Repair any defects 
in the joint nosing (sides)

c. Apply bonding agent to joint edges
d. Apply bonding agent to joint material and 

install.
e. Clean up



Damaged from the 
effects of Hurricane 
Wilma in 2006 
expansion joints in the 
deck slab of this high-
rise condominium pool 
deck were leaking into 
the parking garage 
below.  First the brick 
pavers needed to be 
removed to allow for 
inspection of the 
expansion joints.









In this section the side walls 
needed to be repaired over the 
entire section of slab.  A 
temporary joint filler (foam 
board) was installed to maintain 
the proper joint opening .















 Identify water entry points, determine repair 
method

 Surface preparation – Make any necessary 
repairs to the existing concrete, clean and 
prepare for hot applied material.

 Apply hot coating to concrete surface as a 
“bond coat”

 Apply additional materials in joint and slab 
terminations.



 Apply mesh fabric to surface
 Roll mesh to insure no air-bubbles or wrinkles 

are in the system.
 Apply additional hot coating to cover and 

encapsulate the fabric
 Clean up.





End of section
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